
IDEAL WHITEHEAD GRAPHS IN Out(Fr) IV:

BUILDING IDEAL WHITEHEAD GRAPHS IN HIGHER RANKS AND IDEAL

WHITEHEAD GRAPHS WITH CUT VERTICES

CATHERINE PFAFF

Abstract. We provide an example in each rank of an ageometric fully irreducible outer automor-
phism whose ideal Whitehead graph has a cut vertex. Consequently, we show that there exist
examples in each rank of axis bundles (in the sense of [HM11]) that are not just a single axis, as
well as of “nongeneric” behavior in the sense of [KP15]. The tools developed here also allow one to
construct a whole new array of ideal Whitehead graphs achieved by ageometric fully irreducible
outer automorphisms in all ranks.

1. Introduction

Let Fr denote the rank-r free group and Out(Fr) its outer automorphism group. The series of
papers [Pfa15a], [Pfa13], [Pfa15b] provide realization results for an invariant dependent only on
the conjugacy class (within Out(Fr)) of the outer automorphism, namely the “ideal Whitehead
graph.” In this paper we develop tools for using the previous realization results to give new,
higher-rank, results. In particular, the tools will allow us to find a fully irreducible in each rank
whose ideal Whitehead graph has a cut vertex. By [MP13], this gives an example in each rank of a
fully irreducibles whose axis bundle is more than just a single axis. It further gives examples of
“nongeneric” behavior in the sense of [KP15].

A “fully irreducible” (iwip) outer automorphism is the most commonly used analogue to a
pseudo-Anosov mapping class and is generic. An element ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) is fully irreducible if no
positive power ϕk fixes the conjugacy class of a proper free factor of Fr.

We give in Subsection 2.3 the exact Out(Fr) definition of an ideal Whitehead graph. For now, we
just remark that it is a finer invariant than the Out(Fr) analogue of the index list for a pseudo-Anosov
surface homeomorphism. In particular, it provides further detailed information than the index list
does about the expanding lamination for a fully irreducible. Perhaps most relevant to our aims is
that the ideal Whitehead graph gives information about the geometry of the axis bundle Aϕ of a
fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr)

As in the previous papers of this series, we focus on the situation of graphs with 2r − 1 vertices
because this restricts our attention to fully irreducibles as close to those coming from surface
homeomorphisms (geometrics) as possible without actually coming from surface homeomorphisms
(or being geometric-like parageometrics).

Mosher and Handel defined in [HM11] the axis bundle and used ideal Whitehead graphs to
prove that the axis bundle for each nongeometric fully irreducible outer automorphism is proper
homotopy equivalent to a line. The axis bundle is an analogue of the axis for a hyperbolic isometry
of hyperbolic space or the Teichmüller axis for a pseudo Anosov. We give a formal definition in
Subsection 2.9. One important fact about the axis bundle is that, if ϕ and ψ are two fully irreducible
outer automorphisms, then Aϕ and Aψ differ by the action of an Out(Fr) on its Culler-Vogtmann
outer space if and only if ϕ and ψ have powers conjugate in Out(Fr). More recently Mosher and
Pfaff [MP13] proved a necessary and sufficient ideal Whitehead graph condition for an axis bundle
to be a unique, single axis. [Pfa13] gives examples in each rank where this occurs. [KP15] then
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shows that this behavior is generic along a particular “train track directed” random walk. We use
the tools developed in this paper to prove that, even along the “train track directed” random walk,
one still obtains fully irreducibles with a cut vertex in their ideal Whitehead graph and hence more
than one axis in their axis bundle.

The following is our main theorem:

Theorem A. For each r ≥ 3, there exists an ageometric fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) such that
the ideal Whitehead graph IW(ϕ) is a connected (2r− 1)-vertex graph with at least one cut vertex.
In particular, there exists an ageometric fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) with the single-entry index
list {32 − r} and such that the axis bundle of ϕ has more than one axis.

Acknowledgements. The author expresses gratitude to Ilya Kapovich and Lee Mosher for their
continued support and interest in her work.

2. Preliminary definitions and notation

We will provide methods for constructing, for some particular graphs G, a train track representative
(in the sense of [BH92]) of a fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) with ideal Whitehead graph IW(ϕ) ∼= G.
Subsection 2.1 is thus devoted to establishing the definitions and notation we use regarding train
track maps. The existence of “ideally decomposed” representatives was established in [Pfa13], see
Subsection 2.4, allowing us to restrict our attention to maps on roses. In [Pfa13], we introduced ltt
structures (described in Subsection 2.5), graphs extending a potential ideal Whitehead graph to
include the edges of the rose, as well as an edge including the nonfixed direction of the train track
representative. In a sense they are formed by “blowing up” the vertex and inserting an extension of
the ideal Whitehead graph. An “admissible fold” (in practice an inverse of a fold) yields a move
between ltt structures, either an “extension” or “switch,” as described in Subsection 2.6. For a
potential ideal Whitehead graph G, an “ID diagram” is defined in [Pfa15a] whose vertices are
ltt structures, whose directed edges are admissible moves, and who contain loops for the ideally
decomposed train track representatives of fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) with IW(ϕ) ∼= G. We
describe ID diagrams in Subsection 2.7. We explain in Subsection 2.8 a tool (developed in [Pfa13])
for ensuring our maps do not have periodic Nielsen paths (see Subsection 2.2). In Subsection 2.9 we
give an introduction to the Handel-Mosher axis bundle, which our main theorem indicates is not
always a single axis, even with quite strong invariant value restrictions.

Convention 2.1. Given a rank r ≥ 2, we let FIr denote the set of all fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr).
We also fix once and for all a free basis X = {X1, . . . , Xr} for Fr. Since every map we deal with in
this paper is on the rose (wedge of r circles) Rr, we assume Γ is the rose, with a single vertex v, and
give all definitions only in this restrictive setting. A marking for us will be a homotopy equivalence
Rr → Γ.

2.1. Graph maps and train track maps.

Definition 2.2 (Graph map and train track map). We call a continuous map g : Γ→ Γ a graph
map if it takes v to v and is locally injective on edge interiors. Here we assume a graph map is also
a homotopy equivalence. A graph map g is a train track map if additionally each gk, with k > 1, is
locally injective on edge interiors (and generally also that Γ comes with a marking).

In general we use definitions of [BH92] and [BFH00] for discussing train track maps. We remind
the reader here of some additional definitions and notation given in [Pfa15a].

We denote by E+(Γ) := {E1, . . . , En} the edge-set of Γ with a prescribed orientation and set
E(Γ) := {E1, E1, . . . , En, En}, where Ei is Ei oppositely oriented. If an indexing of E+(Γ) (thus of
E(Γ)) is prescribed, we call Γ edge-indexed.
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Depending on the context, an edge-path e1 · · · ek of length n will either mean a continuous map
[0, n]→ Γ that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, maps (i− 1, i) homeomorphically to int(ei), or the sequence of
edges e1, . . . , ek ∈ E(Γ).

Definition 2.3 (Irreducible and expanding train track maps). The train track map g : Γ→ Γ is
irreducible if g leaves invariant no proper subgraph with a noncontractible component. We call it
strictly irreducible if, for each Ei, Ej ∈ E+(Γ), we have that g(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei. (Notice
that strict irreducibility implies irreducibility and that each irreducible map has a strictly irreducible
power). g is expanding if for each E ∈ E+(Γ), length(gn(E))→∞ as n→∞.

Definition 2.4 (Directions and turns). D(Γ) will denote the set of directions at v, i.e. germs of
edge segments emanating from v. For each e ∈ E(Γ), we also let e denote the initial direction
of e. For each nontrivial edge-path γ = e1 · · · ek in Γ, we define D0γ := e1. Dg will denote the
direction map induced by g, i.e. Dg(e) = e1 where g(e) = e1 . . . ek for some e1, . . . , ek ∈ E(Γ). We
call d ∈ D(Γ) periodic if Dgk(d) = d for some k > 0 and fixed if k = 1.

By a turn at v, we will mean an unordered pair {di, dj} with di, dj ∈ D(Γ). We let T (Γ) denote
the set of turns at v and Dtg the induced turn map (where Dtg({ei, ej}) = {Dg(ei), Dg(ej)}). For
an edge-path γ = e1 · · · ek in Γ, we say γ contains or takes {ei, ei+1} for each 1 ≤ i < k. A turn
{di, dj} is illegal for g if Dgp(di) = Dgp(dj) for some integer p > 1 and is considered legal otherwise.

Remark 2.5. Let ϕ ∈ Aut(Fr) be defined for each Xi ∈ X by ϕ(Xi) = xi,1 · · ·xi,ni for some
xi,k ∈ X±1. We define a graph map gϕ corresponding to ϕ. Let Γ be the rose Rr with the identity
marking. Then, for each Ei ∈ E+(Γ), we have gϕ(Ei) = ei,1 · · · ei,ni with the ei,k ∈ E(Γ) such that,
under the identification of F (X1, . . . , Xr) with π1(Rr, v), we have that each Ei and ei,k corresponds
to Xi and xi,k. By the correspondence of each ϕ ∈ Aut(Fr) with a graph map gϕ, we can translate
all of the language of directions, turns, and so on, to free group automorphisms.

2.2. Periodic Nielsen paths.

Definition 2.6 (Nielsen paths). Let g : Γ → Γ be an expanding irreducible train track map.
Bestvina and Handel [BH92] define a nontrivial tight path ρ in Γ to be a periodic Nielsen path
(PNP) if, for some power R ≥ 1, we have gR(ρ) ∼= ρ rel endpoints (and just a Nielsen path (NP) if
R = 1). A NP ρ is called indivisible (hence is an “iNP”) if it cannot be written as ρ = γ1γ2, where
γ1 and γ2 are themselves NPs.

Bestvina and Handel describe in [BH92, Lemma 3.4] the structure of iNP’s:

Lemma 2.7 ([BH92]). Let g : Γ → Γ be an expanding irreducible train track map and ρ in Γ an
iNP for g. Then ρ = ρ̄1ρ2, where ρ1 and ρ2 are nontrivial legal paths originating at a common
vertex v and such that the turn at v between ρ1 and ρ2 is an nondegenerate illegal turn for g.

For a fully irreducible ϕ ∈ FIr, [BH92] gives an algorithm for finding an expanding irreducible
train track representative (stable representative) with the minimal number of iNPs.

Definition 2.8 (Rotationless). An expanding irreducible train track map is called rotationless if
each periodic direction is fixed and each PNP is of period one. By [FH11, Proposition 3.24], one can
define a ϕ ∈ FIr to be rotationless if one (hence all) of its train track representatives is rotationless.

Gaboriau, Jäger, Levitt, and Lustig introduce in [GJLL98] the “ageometric” subclass of nongeo-
metric fully irreducible outer automorphisms, defined there in terms of the index sum. We give here
an equivalent definition in terms of periodic Nielsen paths.

Definition 2.9 (Ageometrics). An outer automorphism ϕ ∈ FIr is called ageometric if it has a
train track representative with no PNPs (equivalently, each stable representative of each rotationless
power has no PNPs).
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Convention 2.10 (Ar). Since ageometrics are our main focus, we set notation and let Ar denote
the subset of FIr consisting of the ageometric elements of FIr. In other words, an element of Ar
is an ageometric fully irreducible in Out(Fr).

2.3. Whitehead graphs. Ideal Whitehead graphs were introduced by Handel and Mosher in
[HM11]. They are proved an outer automorphism invariant in [Pfa12], where the equivalence of
several ideal Whitehead graph definitions is also established. We give here an explanation in terms
of a PNP-free train track representative g : Γ→ Γ of a ϕ ∈ Ar, where Γ is a rose with vertex v.

Definition 2.11 (Local Whitehead graphs LW(g)). The local Whitehead graph LW(g) for g at v
has:

(1) a vertex for each direction d ∈ D(Γ) and
(2) edges connecting vertices for d1, d2 ∈ D(Γ) when {d1, d2} is taken by gk(e) for some e ∈ E(Γ)

and k > 1.

Definition 2.12 (Ideal Whitehead graphs IW(ϕ) and index list). The local stable Whitehead graph
SW(g) is the subgraph of LW(g) obtained by restricting precisely to vertices with periodic direction
labels and the edges of LW(g) connecting them. In this circumstance of a PNP-free train track
representative on the rose, the ideal Whitehead graph IW(ϕ) of ϕ is isomorphic to SW(g).

The index list of ϕ will be {1 − k1
2 , . . . , 1 −

kn
2 } where ki is the number of vertices in the ith

component of IW(ϕ), where repetitions of index list values occur when multiple components have
the same number of vertices.

We need one more notion of a Whitehead graph.

Definition 2.13 (Limited Whitehead graphs WL(g)). Let g : Γ→ Γ be a graph map on the rose.
The limited Whitehead graph (WL(g)) for g is the union of the set of turns taken by g(e) for each
e ∈ E(Γ).

2.4. Ideal decompositions and cyclically admissible sequences. Let r ≥ 2 and continue to
let X be a free basis for Fr. By a standard Nielsen generator, we will mean an automorphism
ϕ ∈ Aut(Fr) such that there exist x, y ∈ X±1 with ϕ(x) = yx and ϕ(z) = z for each z ∈ X±1 with
z 6= x±1. We specify such ϕ using notation ϕ = [x 7→ yx].

In [Pfa13] it is proved that, if the ideal Whitehead graph of ϕ ∈ Ar is a connected (2r− 1)-vertex
graph, then there exists a rotationless power ϕR with a PNP-free train track representative on the
rose that is a composition of graph maps corresponding to standard Nielsen generators:

Proposition 2.14 ([Pfa15a, Proposition 3.3]). Let ϕ ∈ Ar be such that IW(ϕ) is a connected
(2r − 1)-vertex graph. Then there exists a rotationless power ψ = ϕR and PNP-free train track
representative g of ψ on the rose decomposing into the graph maps

(1) Γ = Γ0
g1−→ Γ1

g2−→ · · · gn−1−−−→ Γn−1
gn−→ Γn = Γ

where

(I): The index set {1, . . . , n} is viewed as the set Z/nZ with its natural cyclic ordering.

(II): Let Γ0 be the base rose Rr with the edges identified with the fixed generators of Fr. Each Γs is
a rose with a marking ms : Γ0 → Γs so that, if we denote ms(et) = es,t, for some is, js with
es,is 6= (es,js)

±1, we have

(2) gs(es−1,t) :=

{
es,ises,js for t = js

es,t for et 6= e±1js

(III): For each ei ∈ E(Γ) such that i 6= jn, we have that Dg(ei) = ei
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(IV): mn is the identity map and en,t = et for each 1 ≤ t ≤ 2r.

As in [Pfa13], we call train track maps satisfying (I)-(IV) of the proposition ideally decomposable
(i.d.) and call the decomposition in (1) an ideal decomposition (i.d.).

We let u : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , 2r} and a : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , 2r} be defined by u(s) = js and
a(s) = is. Notice that the direction es,js is missing from the image of dgs. We denote it by dus , i.e.
dus = es,u(s). The direction es,is is the image of two directions under dgs and we denote it by das , i.e.
das = es,a(s).

We use the notation fk := gk ◦ · · · ◦ g1 ◦ gn ◦ · · · ◦ gk+1 : Γk → Γk and

gk,i :=

gk ◦ · · · ◦ gi : Γi−1 → Γk if k > i

gk ◦ · · · ◦ g1 ◦ gn ◦ · · · ◦ gi if k < i

the identity id if k = i− 1.

Remark 2.15. It is proved in [Pfa15a] that if Γ = Γ0
g1−→ Γ1

g2−→ · · · gn−1−−−→ Γn−1
gn−→ Γn = Γ is an

ideal decomposition of g, then Γk
gk+1−−−→ Γk+1

gk+2−−−→ · · · gk−1−−−→ Γk−1
gk−→ Γk is an ideal decomposition

of fk (and fk is in fact also a PNP-free train track representative of the same ψ = ϕR as g).

[KP15] generalizes the notion of an ideal decomposition to a sequence of Nielsen generators (and
hence also to their corresponding graph maps).

Definition 2.16 ((Cyclically) admissible sequences). We call a sequence of standard Nielsen
automorphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕn (with ϕi = [xi 7→ yixi]) admissible if each pair (ϕi, ϕi+1) is admissible,
i.e. either xi+1 = xi and either yi+1 6= y−1i or yi+1 = xi and xi+1 6= y−1i . We then also call the
sequence gϕ1 , . . . , gϕn admissible. If the indices are viewed mod n, i.e (ϕn, ϕ1) is also admissible, we
say that the sequences are cyclically admissible.

2.5. Lamination train track (ltt) structures. Instead of just viewing the gi in an ideal decom-
position as graph maps, we want to be able to “blow up” the vertices of the graphs Γi−1, Γi to give
them extra structure and then have gi induce a move between these structures. The structures are
the “ltt structures” of [Pfa15a] defined as follows (the moves are the extensions and switches of
Subsection 2.6):

Definition 2.17 (Lamination train track (ltt) structures G(g)). Let g : Γ→ Γ be a PNP-free train
track map on the rose (with vertex v). The colored local Whitehead graph for g at v, denoted CW(g),
is the graph LW(g) with the subgraph SW(g) colored purple and LW(g) − SW(g) colored red
(nonperiodic direction vertices are red). Let N(v) be a contractible open neighborhood of v and
ΓN = Γ−N(v). For each Ei ∈ E+(Γ), we add vertices labeled by the directions Ei and Ei at the
corresponding boundary points of the partial edge Ei− (N(v)∩Ei). The lamination train track (ltt)
structure G(g) for g is formed from ΓN

⊔
CW(g) by identifying each vertex di in ΓN with the vertex

di in CW(g). Vertices for nonperiodic directions are red, edges of ΓN are black, and all periodic
vertices are purple.

By the smooth structure on G(g) we mean the partition of the edges at each vertex into two
sets: Eb (the black edges of G(g)) and Ec (the colored edges of G(g)). We call any path in G(g)
alternating between colored and black edges smooth.

Definition 2.18 (Achieved ltt structure). We call a 2r-vertex ltt structure G achieved if G = G(g)
for some PNP-free rotationless i.d. train track representative of a ϕ ∈ Ar.

In light of Remark 2.15, for an ideal decomposition Γ = Γ0
g1−→ Γ1

g2−→ · · · gn−1−−−→ Γn−1
gn−→ Γn = Γ,

one in fact has an associated cyclic sequence of ltt structures G1 = G(f1), . . . , Gn = G(fn) = G(g).
For this reason we sometimes write an ideally decomposed map as (g1, . . . , gn;G1, . . . , Gn).
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Remark 2.19. Notice that the red vertex of each Gi is labeled by dui , which is the unique nonperiodic
direction. Also, since gi (viewed as an automorphism) replaces each copy of xu(i) with xa(i)xu(i),

we have that Gi has a unique red edge and it connects dui to dai (this argument is formulated more
completely in [Pfa15a]).

The next subsection (Subsection 2.6) is dedicated to describing the only two possible categories
of moves relating the ltt structures Gi and Gi+1, in an ideal decomposition.

2.6. Switches and extensions. We need an abstract notion of an ltt structure so that we can take
a potential ideal Whitehead graph, extend it to an abstract ltt structure, and see if this structure
could be the ltt structure for a representative, as in Proposition 2.14. In fact, we will want an entire
sequence of ltt structures (and moves between them) to have an ideal decomposition.

Since we frequently deal with graphs whose vertices are labeled by the directions at the vertex
of a rose (sometimes abstractly), we first establish notation for discussing such graphs and their
vertex-labeling sets.

Definition 2.20 (Edge pair labelings). We call a 2r-element set of the form {x1, x1, . . . , xr, xr},
with elements paired into edge pairs {xi, xi}, a rank -r edge pair labeling set (we write xi = xi). We
call a graph with vertices labeled by an edge pair labeling set a pair-labeled graph, and an indexed
pair-labeled graph if an indexing is prescribed.

Definition 2.21. [(Abstract) lamination train track (ltt) structures] A lamination train track (ltt)
structure is a colored pair-labeled graph G (black edges are included, but not considered colored)
satisfying

I: Each vertex has valence ≥ 2.
II: Each edge has 2 distinct vertices.
III: Vertices are either purple or red.
IV: Edges are of 3 types:

Black Edges: G has a single black edge connecting each pair of (edge-pair)-labeled vertices.
There are no other black edges. Thus, each vertex is contained in a unique black edge.

Red Edges: A colored edge is red if and only if at least one of its endpoint vertices is red.
Purple Edges: A colored edge is purple if and only if both endpoint vertices are purple.

V: Two distinct colored edges never connect the same pair of vertices.

It is proved in [Pfa15a] that, in our situation, G(g) has a unique red vertex and red edge (see
Remark 2.19). Hence, we also require:

VI: G has precisely 2r − 1 purple vertices, a unique red vertex, and a unique red edge.

We consider ltt structures equivalent that differ by an ornamentation-preserving graph isomorphism
(homeomorphism taking vertices to vertices and edges to edges and preserving colors and labels).

We say that an ltt structure is based at a rose Γ if its vertex labelling set is D(Γ).

Notation 2.22. We let [x, y] denote the edge connecting the vertex pair labeled by {x, y}. To be
consistent with the situation of Definition 2.17, we call the unique red vertex du. Also, we call the
unique red edge [du, da]. In particular, da labels the purple vertex of the red edge.

Suppose one has a sequence of ltt structures Gk, . . . , Gn such that, for each k ≤ i ≤ n, we have
that Gi is based at the rose Γi. Then the notation will carry indices (for example, dui will denote
the red vertex in Gi). Additionally, eu(i) denotes the edge in the Γi whose initial direction is dui and

ea(i) denotes the edge in Γi whose terminal direction is dai .
We denote the colored subgraph of G by C(G) and the purple subgraph by P(G). If G ∼= P(G),

we say G is an ltt structure for G. We call an ltt structure admissible which is birecurrent, i.e has
a locally smoothly embedded line traversing each edge infinitely many times as R → ∞ and as
R→ −∞.
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Given a graph map gk : Γk−1 → Γk as in Proposition 2.14(II) and ltt structures Gi based at Γi,
for i = k − 1, k, the induced map DT gk (when it exists) is defined by sending each vertex d to
Dgk(d) and each edge [d1, d2] to [Dgk(d1), Dgk(d2)].

Definition 2.23 (Generating triples). By a generating triple (gk;Gk−1, Gk) for G we mean an
ordered set of three objects, where

gtI: gk : Γk−1 → Γk is a graph map as in Proposition 2.14(II).
gtII: Gi, for i = k − 1, k, is an ltt structure for G based at Γi and in fact:

• the red vertex of Gk is labelled by eu(k), i.e. duk = eu(k), and
• the red edge of Gk is [eu(k), ea(k)], i.e. dak = ea(k).

gtIII: The induced map of ltt structures DT gk : Gk−1 → Gk exists and restricts to a graph
isomorphism from P(Gk−1) to P(Gk).

The triple is admissible if

1: either u(k − 1) = u(k) or u(k − 1) = a(k) and
2: each Gi is admissible, i.e. birecurrent.

Given an ltt structure Gk for G and a determining purple edge [dak, dk,l], there are potentially two
admissible triples (gk;Gk−1, Gk) that could arise in an ideal decomposition. They correspond to the
situations where u(k−1) = u(k) (the “extension” situation) and the situations where u(k−1) = a(k)
(the “switch” situation).

Definition 2.24 (Extensions). The extension determined by [dak, dk,l] is the generating triple
(gk;Gk−1, Gk) for G satisfying

extI: u(k − 1) = u(k), thus the restriction of DT gk to P(Gk−1) is an isomorphism sending the
vertex ek−1,i to the vertex ek,i for each i 6= u(k − 1).

extII: ek−1,u(k−1) = duk−1, i.e. is the red vertex of Gk−1.

extIII: dak−1 = dk−1,l, i.e. the purple vertex of the red edge in Gk−1 is dk−1,l.

Definition 2.25 (Switches). The switch determined by [dak, dk,l] is the generating triple (gk;Gk−1, Gk)
for G satisfying

swI: u(k − 1) = a(k), thus DT gk restricts to an isomorphism from P(Gk−1) to P(Gk) defined by{
ek−1,u(k) 7→ ek,a(k) = ek,u(k−1)
ek−1,s 7→ ek,s for s 6= u(k)

swII: ek−1,a(k) = duk−1, i.e. is the red vertex of Gk−1.

swIII: dak−1 = dk−1,l, i.e. the purple vertex of the red edge in Gk−1 is dk−1,l.

Definition 2.26 (Admissible compositions). An admissible composition (gi−k, . . . , gi;Gi−k−1, . . . , Gi)
for G with 0 ≤ k < i consists of

• a sequence of automorphisms gi−k, . . . , gi such that Γi−k−1
gi−k−−−→ · · · gi−→ Γi satisfies Proposi-

tion 2.14 (I)-(III) and
• a sequence of ltt structures Gi−k−1, . . . , Gi for G so that each (gj ;Gj−1, Gj), with i−k ≤ j ≤ i

is either an admissible switch or an admissible extension.

When k = 1, we call the composition an i.d. admissible triple. We may also write that
(gi−k−1, . . . , gi;Gi−k−1, . . . , Gi) is a admissible composition if

gi−k−1 = [ei−k−2,u(i−k−1) 7→ ei−k−1,a(i−k−1)ei−k−1,u(i−k−1)] : Γi−k−2 → Γi−k−1

is additionally as in Proposition 2.14.
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Two admissible compositions (gi−k, . . . , gi;Gi−k−1, . . . , Gi) and (g′i−k, . . . , g
′
i;G
′
i−k−1, . . . , G

′
i) for

the same G are considered equivalent if, for each i− k − 1 ≤ j ≤ i, we have that Gj is equivalent to
G′j and that gj and g′j correspond to the same standard Nielsen generator.

Definition 2.27 (Extended admissible composition). Any admissible composition in rank r can be
extended to an admissible composition in each rank r′ > r, where the automorphisms are extended
to be the identity on Xr+1, . . . , Xr′ and the ltt structures are extended by adding purple vertices
for Xr+1, Xr+1, . . . , Xr′ , Xr′ and the black edges between each pair Xi, Xi.

Remark 2.28. The automorphisms of an (extended) admissible composition will form an admissible
sequence in the sense of Definition 2.16.

2.7. Ideal decomposition diagrams (ID(G)). Recall that a directed graph is strongly connected
if for each pair of vertices v1, v2 in the graph, the graph contains a directed path from v1 to v2.
Notice that one can find the union of the strongly connected components in a graph by taking the
union of all of the directed loops in the graph. Since an ID diagram should contain a loop for each
ideally decomposed PNP-free representative with a given ideal Whitehead graph, we define, and
give a procedure for constructing, such a diagram in [Pfa12], where they are called “AM diagrams.”

Definition 2.29 (Ideal decomposition diagrams). Let G be a connected (2r− 1)-vertex graph. The
ideal decomposition diagram for G (or ID(G)) is defined to be the disjoint union of the maximal
strongly connected subgraphs of the directed graph where:

Nodes: The nodes are equivalence classes of admissible indexed ltt structures for G.
Edges: For each equivalence class of an i.d. admissible triple (gi;Gi−1, Gi) for G, there is a directed

edge E(gi;Gi−1, Gi) in ID(G) from the node [Gi−1] to the node [Gi].

Inspired by the Full Irreducibility Criterion of [Pfa13], the following lemma ([Pfa13, Lemma 4.2])
tells us when a loop in ID(G) defines a train track representative of a fully irreducible ϕ with
IW(ϕ) ∼= G:

Lemma 2.30 ([Pfa13] Lemma 4.2). Suppose G is a connected (2r− 1)-vertex graph, g = gn ◦ · · · ◦ g1
is rotationless, and

L(g1, . . . , gn;G0, G1 . . . , Gn−1, Gn) = E(g1;G0, G1) ∗ · · · ∗ E(gn;Gn−1, Gn)

is a loop in ID(G) satisfying each of the following:

A: The purple edges of G(gn,1) correspond to turns {d1, d2} taken by some gp(ej), where p ≥ 1,
ej ∈ E(Γ0), and d1 and d2 are periodic directions for g.

B: For each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, there exists some p ≥ 1 such that gp(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei.
C: The map g has no periodic Nielsen paths.

Then g is a train track representative of some ϕ ∈ Ar such that IW(ϕ) = G.

Remark 2.31. We remark, leaving the proof to the reader, that Lemma 2.30 still holds for cyclically
admissible sequences of generators g1, . . . , gn when P(G(gn,1)) ∼= G.

We will use in Section 3 the following corollary indirectly proved in [Pfa15a]:

Corollary 2.32. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.30, G(g) = G0

Proof. By extI and swII, Dg induces an isomorphism of P(G0) that, if g is rotationless, exactly fixes
each vertex of P(G0). In particular, each purple vertex of G0 is also purple in G(g). Since G0 has
2r− 1 purple vertices and g cannot have more than 2r− 1 periodic directions, G0 and G(g) have the
same purple vertices. Lemma 2.30A then implies that P(G0) is a subgraph of P(G(g)). But, since g
is a PNP-free train track map on the rose, P(G(g)) ∼= SW(g) ∼= G ∼= P(G0). So G0 and G(g) have
the same purple subgraph and we only need that they have the same red edge. However, the red
edge of both G0 and G(g) is determined by the final generator gn in the decomposition of g. �
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The following lemma is primarily proved in [KP15]:

Lemma 2.33. Suppose gm, . . . , gn is an admissible sequence of Nielsen generators. Then

A: the map g is a graph map,
B: for each E ∈ E+(Γ), we have that g(E) contains E,
C: For any 1 ≤ m < n we have

WL(gn,m) = [T (gn)] ∪ [Dgn(T (gn−1,m))],

where for m = 1 we interpret both gm−1 = g0 and gn−1,n−1 as the identity map of Rr.
D: and for each m ≤ s ≤ n,

WL(gn,m) = Dgn,s+1(WL(gs,m)) ∪WL(gn,s+1).

Proof. (A) follows from [KP15, Lemma 3.10(2)].
We prove (B) by induction on n. Suppose it were true for n− 1, i.e. that for each i, we have that

gn−1,m(Ei) contains Ei. Notice that gn,m(Ei) = gn(e1) · · · gn(ek), where gn−1,m(Ei) = e1 · · · ek, and
notice that gn(Ei) contains Ei. Since gn,m is a graph map, so that the image of each edge has no
cancellation, this implies gn,m(Ei) contains Ei.

(C) follows from [KP15, Lemma 3.7] and (D) is implied by (C). �

2.8. Nielsen path prevention sequences. [Pfa13, Section 5] contains a procedure for identifying
PNPs, which can also be used to show when they do not exist. The idea is the following. Suppose
that g = gn ◦ · · · ◦g1 : Γ→ Γ is an expanding irreducible i.d. train track map. We can assume further
that g is rotationless so that any PNP ρ is in fact an NP. By [BH92], ρ decomposes into iNPs. So
we can assume that ρ is an iNP and, in particular, can (by [BH92, Lemma 3.4], written as Lemma
2.7 above) be written as ρ = ρ1ρ2, where ρ1 and ρ2 are nontrivial legal paths and the turn between
ρ1 and ρ2 is a nondegenerate illegal turn based at the vertex v of the rose Γ. Notice that, while the
endpoints need to be fixed points, they do not necessarily need to be vertices. If ρ is indeed an iNP,
then g(ρ) ∼= ρ rel endpoints and, in fact, g(ρ1) = τρ1 and g(ρ2) = τρ2 for some common legal path
τ . For this to happen, it would be necessary that, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we have that gk,1(ρ1) = τkρ

′
1

and gk,1(ρ2) = τkρ
′
2, where ρ′1, ρ

′
2, and τk are each legal paths for gn,k+1, ρ

′
1 and ρ′2 are nontrivial,

and the turn between ρ′1 and ρ′2 is the illegal turn for gn,k+1, i.e. the illegal turn for gk+1. Thus, one
can start with the unique illegal turn for g (i.e. {eu, ea} where g1 = [eu 7→ eaeu]) and systematically
check whether any ρ1 starting with eu and ρ2 starting with ea satisfy all of the above.

For some g as above, for any ρ1 and ρ2 one tries to build, one has that, for some k < n, the
turn between ρ′1 and ρ′2 is legal for gk+1. This is the case for any expanding irreducible i.d. train
track map g starting with the composition of [Pfa13, Lemma 5.5], prompting the introduction of
the definition of a “Nielsen path prevention sequence” [Pfa13]:

Definition 2.34 (Nielsen path prevention sequence). A Nielsen path prevention sequence is
an admissible composition (g1, . . . , gk;G0, . . . , Gk) so that if (g′1, . . . , g

′
n;G′0, . . . , G

′
n) is an i.d.,

where g = g′n ◦ · · · ◦ g′1 is a rotationless expanding irreducible train track map, n ≤ k, and
(g1, . . . , gk;G0, . . . , Gk) ∼ (g′1, . . . , g

′
k;G

′
0, . . . , G

′
k), then g has no PNPs.

The proof of Lemma 2.36 below (and also that of [KP15]), prompts a revision of the definition of
a Nielsen path prevention sequence so that the procedure applied (introduced in [Pfa13, Proposition
5.2] ends in each case in the legal turn scenario of [Pfa13] Proposition 5.2(IIc) and so that taking
powers is never required in the procedure. Finally, it only relies on a sequence being admissible in
the sense of [KP15], and Definition 2.16 above. We call such a sequence a legalizing Nielsen path
prevention sequence.

Lemma 2.35. A legalizing Nielsen path prevention sequence in rank r is a Nielsen path prevention
sequence in each rank r′ > r where the extension is by the identity on Xr+1, . . . , Xr′.
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Proof. This follows from the proof of [Pfa13, Proposition 5.2]. �

Lemma 2.36. Let gϕ be defined as

ϕ =


a 7→ acb̄cab̄cacacb̄ca

b 7→ āc̄bc̄āc̄āc̄b

c 7→ cacb̄cab̄cac

with the decomposition:

g1 = [a 7→ ab̄], g2 = [b 7→ āb], g3 = [c 7→ cb̄], g4 = [c 7→ ca], g5 = [b 7→ c̄b],

g6 = [a 7→ ab̄], g7 = [a 7→ ac], g8 = [b 7→ āb], g9 = [b 7→ c̄b]

Then g2ϕ is a legalizing Nielsen path prevention sequence.

Proof. The verification process is long and so we just show one case. The other cases are similar,
and in particular proceed as in [Pfa13, Section 5].

Suppose ρ were an iNP for some gpϕ Then ρ would have to contain the illegal turn {ā, b} for
gpϕ and (possibly after reversing its orientation) could be written ρ1ρ2 where ρ1 = be′2e

′
3 . . . and

ρ2 = āe2e3 . . . are legal. Now, g1(b) = b and g1(ā) = bā. So ρ1 would contain an additional edge
e2. Also, (since the illegal turn for g2 is {b, ā} and ā is not in the image of Dg1) we have that
Dg1(e2) = b. So either e2 = b or e2 = ā. We analyze here the case where e2 = ā and leave the case
of e2 = b to the reader.

Since g2,1(bā) = ābābā and g2,1(ā) = ābā, we know ρ2 would contain an additional edge e′2
with Dg2,1(e

′
2) = c̄ (since {b, c̄} is the illegal turn for g3 and b is not in the image of Dg2,1). The

only option is e′2 = c̄. Now, g3,1(bā) = ābābā and g3,1(āc̄) = ābābc̄. After cancellation, we are
left with the turn {ā, c̄}, which is illegal for g4 and so we can proceed by applying g4. Since
g4,1(bā) = ābābā and g4,1(āc̄) = ābābāc̄, we must add an additional edge e3 to ρ1 satisfying that
Dg4,1(e3) = b (since the illegal turn for g5 is {b, c̄} and c̄ is not in the image of Dg4,1). So e3 = c̄.
Since g5,1(bāc̄) = āc̄bāc̄bāc̄bāc̄ and g5,1(āc̄) = āc̄bāc̄bāc̄, we must add an additional edge e′3 to ρ2
satisfying that Dg5,1(e

′
3) = ā (since the illegal turn for g6 is {b, ā} and b is not in the image of

Dg5,1). So either e′3 = ā or e′3 = b. We analyze here the case where e′3 = b and leave the case of
e′3 = ā to the reader.

Since g6,1(bāc̄) = bāc̄bbāc̄bbāc̄bbāc̄ and g6,1(āc̄b) = bāc̄bbāc̄bbāc̄bāc̄b, cancellation ends with the
turn {b, ā}. This is not the illegal turn for g7. So we could not have ρ1 = bāc̄ . . . and ρ2 = āc̄b . . .

Since the remaining cases yield a similar situation, g2ϕ is a legalizing Nielsen path prevention
sequence. �

2.9. The axis bundle for a nongeometric fully irreducible outer automorphism. For each
r ≥ 2, we let CVr denote the Culler-Vogtmann Outer Space in rank r, as define in [CV86]. Then
Out(Fr) is the isometry group of CVr (see [FM12] [AK12]), where each ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) acts on CVr
from the right by precomposing the marking with an automorphism representing ϕ.

Definition 2.37 (Attracting tree Tϕ+). Let ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) be a fully irreducible outer automorphism.

Then the action of ϕ on CVr extends to an action on CVr with North-South dynamics (see [LL03]).
We denote by Tϕ+ the attracting point of this action and by Tϕ− the repelling point of this action.

Definition 2.38 (Fold lines). A fold line in CVr is a continuous, injective, proper function R→ CVr
defined by
1. a continuous 1-parameter family of marked graphs t→ Γt and
2. a family of homotopy equivalences hts : Γs → Γt defined for s ≤ t ∈ R, each marking-preserving,

satisfying:

Train track property : hts is a local isometry on each edge for all s ≤ t ∈ R.
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Semiflow property : hut ◦ hts = hus for all s ≤ t ≤ u ∈ R and hss : Γs → Γs is the identity for all
s ∈ R.

Definition 2.39 (Axis bundle Aϕ). Aϕ is the union of the images of all fold lines F : R → CVr
such that F(t) converges in CVr to Tϕ− as t→ −∞ and to Tϕ+ as t→ +∞. We call the fold lines
the axes of the axis bundle.

The following is a direct consequence of [MP13, Theorem 4.6].

Proposition 2.40. Suppose that ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) is an ageometric fully irreducible outer automorphism
such that IW(ϕ) is a connected (2r − 1)-vertex graph. Then the axis bundle Aϕ consists of a single
unique axis if and only if IW(ϕ) has no cut vertex.

3. Constructing ideal Whitehead graphs in higher ranks

In this section we describe a tool for using [Pfa15b, Theorem A] to obtain classes of connected
(2r− 1)-vertex graphs in higher ranks. In particular, we prove the existence in each rank of an ideal
Whitehead graph with a cut vertex (which then, by [MP13, Theorem 3.9], gives an example in each
rank of an ageometric fully irreducible whose axis bundle contains more than one axis).

Proposition 3.1. Let g = gn ◦ · · · ◦ g1 : Γ → Γ be an i.d. train track representative of ϕ ∈ Ar
and G ∼= IW(ϕ). Suppose that g is a Nielsen path prevention sequence. Let G′ be an ltt structure
labelling a node of the component of ID(G) in which G(g) labels a node. Then G′ is achieved.

For the proof we will use the following lemma from [Pfa15a]

Lemma 3.2 ([Pfa15a] Lemma 3.1). Let g : Γ → Γ be a PNP-free train track representative of
ϕ ∈ Ar and

Γ = Γ0
g1−→ Γ1

g2−→ · · · gn−1−−−→ Γn−1
gn−→ Γn = Γ

a decomposition of g into homotopy equivalences of marked graphs. Then the composition

h : Γk
gk+1−−−→ Γk+1

gk+2−−−→ · · ·
gk−1−−−→ Γk−1

gk−→ Γk

is also a PNP-free train track representative of ϕ (in particular, IW(h) ∼= IW(g)).

Proof of Proposition 3.1. By taking a power we may assume that g is rotationless, that for each
pair of edges Ei, Ej ∈ E+(Γ), we have g(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei, and that WL(g) = LW(g) (so
that, in particular, each purple edge of G = G(g) is labelled by a turn taken by some g(Ek) with
Ek ∈ E+(Γ)). Let L be the loop in ID(G) originating at G and realizing the ideal decomposition
g = gn ◦ · · · ◦ g1. Given another node G′ in the same component of ID(G), strong connectivity
implies that there exists a loop L′ originating at G and containing G′. Let g′ = g′n′ ◦ · · · ◦ g′1 : Γ→ Γ
denote the i.d. train track map corresponding to this loop. By lengthening the loop L′ to also
contain L and then by taking a power if necessary, we may assume both that g′ is rotationless and
that, for each pair of edges Ei, Ej ∈ E+(Γ), we have that g(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei.

We first prove (using Lemma 2.30 and Corollary 2.32) that g′ ◦ g is a train track representative of
some ϕ ∈ Ar such that IW(ϕ) ∼= G and, in particular, that G(g′ ◦ g) = G(g). Since g′ is rotationless,
by Lemma 2.33D, each turn represented by a purple edge in G(g) is additionally taken by some
g′ ◦g(Ek) with Ek ∈ E+(Γ), giving us that g′ ◦g satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.30A. We already
know that, for each Ei, Ej ∈ E+(Γ), g(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei. Additionally, by Lemma 2.33B,

each g′(Ei) contains Ei (and g′(Ei) contains Ei). So g′ ◦ g(Ej) contains either Ei or Ei, giving us
that g′ ◦ g satisfies Lemma 2.30B (and also that g′ ◦ g is expanding and irreducible). Lemma 2.30C is
given for g′ ◦ g by the fact that g is a Nielsen path prevention sequence. Thus, Lemma 2.30 implies
that g′ ◦ g is a train track representative of some ϕ ∈ Ar such that IW(ϕ) ∼= G and Corollary 2.32
implies G(g′ ◦ g) = G(g).
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Let 1 ≤ m ≤ n′ be such that G′ = G′m where

L′ = L(g′1, . . . , g
′
n;G′0 = G(g), G′1 . . . , G

′
m . . . , G

′
n−1, G

′
n = G(g)).

By Lemma 3.2, h = g′m,1 ◦ g ◦ g′n,m+1 is also a PNP-free train track representative of ϕ. By Lemma

2.30 and Corollary 2.32, for G′ to be achieved, it suffices to show that some power of h satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 2.30. Consider a rotationless power hR, where R ≥ 2. By the previous
paragraph, we know that each purple edge of G0 = G(g′ ◦ g) is labelled by a turn taken by g′ ◦ g(Ek)
with Ek ∈ E+(Γ). By Lemma 2.33A, we know that each Ek is in the image of g′n,m+1 and hence

each such turn is also taken by the image of an edge under (g′ ◦ g)R−1 ◦ g′n,m+1. By Lemma 2.33D,

WL(hR) will contain the image under Dg′m,1 of P(G0). But extI and swI imply that Dg′m,1 acts

as an isomorphism on P(G0), so each purple edge in G′ is a turn taken by the image of an edge
under hr. By Lemma 2.33, given Em′,i, Em′,j ∈ E(Γ′m), we have that g′n,m+1(Em′,j) contains E0,j .

By the previous paragraph, (g′ ◦ g)R−1(E0,j) contains either E0,i or E0,i. Thus, by Lemma 2.33, we

have that hR(Em′,j) = g′m,1 ◦ g ◦ g′n,m+1(Em′,j) contains either Em′,i or Em′,i. So Lemma 2.30B is

satisfied by g′ ◦ g. Lemma 2.30C follows from Lemma 3.2. �

Theorem B. Let G1 and G2 be two ltt structures achieved by expanding irreducible train track
maps that are in fact legalizing Nielsen path prevention sequences and that are index-labeled in
such a way so that the red edge of each is [X1, X2]. Suppose further that G1 has 2r′ vertices and
G2 has 2r′′ vertices. Let I = {Xi1 , Xi1 , . . . , Xik , Xik} be some subset of the indexing set including

X1 and X2 (hence X1 and X2). Suppose G is a graph obtained from C(G1) t C(G2) by gluing the
vertices indexed by I in C(G1) to the vertices indexed by I in C(G2) and removing the red edge.
Then G ∼= IW(ϕ) for some ϕ ∈ Ar where r = r′ + r′′ − k.

Proof. We let I+ denote the subset {Xi1 , . . . , Xik} of I.
Index the vertices in G coming from G1 as they are indexed in G1. Reindex the remaining vertices

of G by {Xr′+1, Xr′+1, . . . , Xr, Xr} in a manner preserving edge-pairing of G2 (notice that these
vertices of G come from C(G2)). Use this reindexing of G to reindex the vertices of C(G2). Suppose
that, with this new induced indexing on G1 and G2, we have that G1 = G(g) and G2 = G(h), by
which we mean that there exist expanding irreducible train track maps g : Γ1 → Γ1, h : Γ2 → Γ2

of indexed roses where the edges of the Γi, for i = 1, 2, are respectively indexed as in the induced
indexing set of the Gi, each direction Ej labels the same vertex as Xj , and each direction Ej labels

the same vertex as Xj .
By taking a power if necessary, we can assume that g and h are rotationless, that g and h are

strictly irreducible, that WL(g) = LW(g), and that WL(h) = LW(h).
By considering {X1, . . . , Xr} as a free basis for the free group Fr, one can use it to give a marking

m of a directed r-petaled rose where each distinct positively oriented edge is sent to a distinct basis
element. We call this marked graph Γ and, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Ei denote the edge of Γ such that
m(Ei) = Xi. We can then view g and h as (no longer irreducible) train track maps of Γ. We prove
that h ◦ g : Γ→ Γ is a PNP-free train track representative of some ϕ ∈ Ar such that G ∼= IW(ϕ).

Notice that, since G1 and G2 have red edges indexed the same, the admissible decomposition of g
and h (coming from their ideal decompositions) parse to give an admissible decomposition of h ◦ g.

We show that h ◦ g is irreducible. Consider any pair of edges Ei, Ej ∈ E(G). We show that

(h ◦ g)2(Ei) contains either Ej or Ej , noting that by Lemma 2.33B it suffices to show that (h ◦ g)(Ei)

contains either Ej or Ej . We consider four (overlapping) cases separately. Suppose first that there
exists an edge E′i ∈ E(Γ1) indexed with i. If there exists an edge E′j ∈ E(Γ1) indexed by j, then

either E′j or Ej
′
is contained in g(Ei) so, by Lemma 2.33B, either E′j or Ej

′
is in (h◦g)(Ei). Suppose

there exists an edge E′j ∈ E(Γ2) indexed by j. Since g is strictly irreducible, for each k ∈ I+, we

have that g(Ei) contains either Ek or Ek and since h is strictly irreducible, h(Ek) contains either Ej
12



or Ej . So (h ◦ g)(Ei) contains either Ej or Ej . Now suppose that there exists an edge E′i ∈ E(Γ2)
indexed with i. If there exists an edge E′j ∈ E(Γ2) indexed by j, then h(E′i) contains either E′j
or Ej

′
. But Lemma 2.33B implies g(Ei) contains Ei, so that (h ◦ g)(Ei) contains either Ej or Ej .

Suppose instead that there exists an edge E′j ∈ E(Γ1) indexed by j. By Lemma 2.33B, we have that

g(Ei) contains Ei. Since h is strictly irreducible, h(Ei) contains either Ek or Ek for any Ek with
k ∈ I+, and since g is strictly irreducible, g(Ek) contains either Ej or Ej . Finally, Lemma 2.33B

implies that h(Ej) contains Ej . So (h ◦ g)2(Ei) contains either Ej or Ej .
We now show that each edge of G is labeled by a turn taken by some (h ◦ g)p(Ei) where p ≥ 1

and Ei ∈ E(Γ). By construction, each edge E of G is either labeled according to a purple edge of
C(G1) or is labeled according to a purple edge of C(G2). First suppose that E is labeled according
to a purple edge of C(G2) and corresponds to a turn {Ei, Ej}. Then {Ei, Ej} is taken by some
h(Ek). By Lemma 2.33B, g(Ek) contains Ek, so {Ei, Ej} is taken by (h ◦ g)(Ek). Now suppose E is
labeled according to a purple edge of C(G1), so that {Ei, Ej} is taken by some g(Ek) and both Ei
and Ej are fixed by Dg. Since Dg and Dh have the same nonfixed direction, Ei and Ej are both
fixed by Dh. So, by Lemma 2.33, we have that {Ei, Ej} is additionally taken by (h ◦ g)(Ek). Notice
also that, since Dg and Dh each fix all periodic directions, and these are the same directions, that
G(h ◦ g) has no purple edge not in G.

We are left to show that h ◦ g has no PNPs. Since g is a legalizing Nielsen path prevention
sequence when realized on Γ1, Lemma 2.35 implies that its extension to Γ is still a Nielsen path
prevention sequence. We then use the fact that h ◦ g ◦ h is expanding and irreducible to deduce that
(h ◦ g)2, and hence h ◦ g, is PNP-free. �

4. Ideal Whitehead graphs with cut vertices

We restate the following theorem ([Pfa15b, Theorem A]) because it can be used to build fully
irreducibles in higher ranks with certain ideal Whitehead graphs.

Theorem 4.1. Exactly eighteen of the twenty-one connected, simplicial five-vertex graphs are the
ideal Whitehead graph IW(ϕ) for a fully irreducible outer automorphism ϕ ∈ Out(F3).

Those that are not the ideal Whitehead graph for any fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(F3) are precisely:

The ID diagrams for the graphs of [Pfa15b, Theorem A] are of particular use. Some of these can
be found in [Pfa15b]. Instructions on how to construct them can be found in [Pfa12]. We include
here an ID diagram that we will specifically use in the proof of Theorem 4:
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Figure 1. ID(G) component where G is the line

Theorem A. For each r ≥ 3, there exists an ageometric fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) such that
the ideal Whitehead graph IW(ϕ) is a connected (2r− 1)-vertex graph with at least one cut vertex.
In particular, there exists an ageometric fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) with the single-entry index
list {32 − r} and such that the axis bundle of ϕ has more than one axis.

Proof. Let G be the graph such that Figure 1 is a component of ID(G). The proof of Theorem
5.1 of [Pfa15b] gives at least one loop L in the ID diagram of Figure 1 that yields an ageometric
fully irreducible ϕ ∈ Out(Fr) such that IW(ϕ) ∼= G. Hence, such a loop exists for each node in the
diagram, including the left-most node, whose ltt structure we call G1, and the right-most node of the
upper 3, which we call G2. In fact, since the loop L contains G1 and G2, we can use the same loop
(starting at different nodes) to obtain G1 and G2. We call these new loops, respectively, L1 and L2.
After taking adequately high powers of these loops, any cyclically admissible sequence containing
the sequence from either of these (possibly necessarily iterated) loops will be PNP-free, as Lemma
2.36 indicates that L2 gives a legalizing NP prevention sequence and changing the marking does not
change whether a train track map has Nielsen paths (see, for example, the proof of [Pfa15a, Lemma
3.1]). Applying Theorem B once to G1 and G2 gives:
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And iterated application gives
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The cut vertex is at z̄.
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